2021
FALL & WINTER
NEW PRODUCTS

COMFY PANTS
& ACCESSORIES

COMFY PANTS

100% viscose, with 6” smocked waist, two side pockets and elastic ankle cuffs
available in two flexible sizes: S - L; L - 2XL
S - L: Waist: 24” to 38” / Hips: up to 44”/ Inseam: 31”/ Total length: 42”
L - 2XL: Waist: 32” to 56” / Hips: up to 56” / Inseam: 28” / Total length: 42”

When Fashion Meets Comfort
Native Northwest comfy pants are perfect for lounging at home
or running quick errands around town. The 6” smocked waist and
breathable, soft fabric provide full comfort. Its fashion-forward
Indigenous patterns are ready to catch onlookers’ eyes.

PANTS12S (S - L)
PANTS12XL (L - 2XL)
Formline
Ernest Swanson, Haida

PANTS13S (S - L)
PANTS13XL (L - 2XL)
Eagle Vision
Allan Weir, Haida

AVAILABLE

NOW
$17.50

PANTS14S (S - L)
PANTS14XL (L - 2XL)
Feathers
Corey Bulpitt, Haida

PATCHWORK
FASHION TOTE

HAIR SCRUNCHIES

100% viscose
each pack of 3 includes all 3 different designs
packaged with hanging card
please order in multiples of 3

100% viscose outer with polyester lining
upcycled lightweight fabric
14” x 16.5” with 12” long handle
3” self-gusset
looped button closure
please order in multiples of 3
PTOTE30
Formline
Ernest Swanson, Haida

SCRUN30
Formline
Ernest Swanson, Haida
Eagle Vision
Allan Weir, Haida
Feathers
Corey Bulpitt, Haida
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AVAILABLE

NOW
$4.00/pk

each pair of pants, scrunchy and tote bag is unique in design, repeating pattern on fabric may vary slightly
machine wash with like colours, tumble dry medium

Eagle Vision
Allan Weir, Haida
Feathers
Corey Bulpitt, Haida

EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV/DEC
$7.50

COMFY PANTS
& ACCESSORIES

COMFY PANTS

100% viscose, with 6” smocked waist, two side pockets and elastic ankle cuffs
available in two flexible sizes: S - L; L - 2XL
S - L: Waist: 24” to 38” / Hips: up to 44”/ Inseam: 31”/ Total length: 42”
L - 2XL: Waist: 32” to 56” / Hips: up to 56” / Inseam: 28” / Total length: 42”

When Fashion Meets Comfort
Native Northwest comfy pants are perfect for lounging at home
or running quick errands around town. The 6” smocked waist and
breathable, soft fabric provide full comfort. Its fashion-forward
Indigenous patterns are ready to catch onlookers’ eyes.

PANTS15S (S - L)
PANTS15XL (L - 2XL)
Life
lessLIE, Coast Salish

PANTS16S (S - L)
PANTS16XL (L - 2XL)
Salish Eagle
Joe Wilson-Sxwaset, Coast Salish

EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV/DEC

$17.50

PANTS17S (S - L)
PANTS17XL (L - 2XL)
Hummingbird
Francis Dick, Kwakwaka’wakw

PATCHWORK
FASHION TOTE

HAIR SCRUNCHIES

100% viscose
each pack of 3 includes all 3 different designs
packaged with hanging card
please order in multiples of 3

100% viscose outer with polyester lining
upcycled lightweight fabric
14” x 16.5” with 12” long handle
3” self-gusset
looped button closure
please order in multiples of 3
PTOTE31
Life
lessLIE,
Coast Salish

SCRUN31
Life
lessLIE,
Coast Salish
Salish Eagle
Joe Wilson-Sxwaset,
Coast Salish
Hummingbird
Francis Dick,
Kwakwaka’wakw
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EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV/DEC
$4.00/pk

each pair of pants, scrunchy and tote bag is unique in design, repeating pattern on fabric may vary slightly
machine wash with like colours, tumble dry medium

Salish Eagle
Joe Wilson-Sxwaset,
Coast Salish
Hummingbird
Francis Dick,
Kwakwaka’wakw

EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV/DEC
$7.50

WOMEN’S
T-SHIRTS

EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV

$12.00

LOOSE FIT

65% polyester and 35% cotton
available in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL*
loose fit with rolled sleeve
all over prints

TWLF12
Formline
Ernest Swanson, Haida

TWLF13
Eagle Vision
Allan Weir, Haida

TWLF14
Feathers
Corey Bulpitt, Haida

3/4 SLEEVES

EST.
AVAILABLE

65% polyester and 35% cotton
available in sizes S, M, L, XL
slightly fitted with 3/4 sleeve and split neckline
all over prints

TWQS12
Formline
Ernest Swanson, Haida
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NOV

$14.00

TWQS13
Eagle Vision
Allan Weir, Haida

each garment is unique in design, repeating pattern on fabric may vary slightly
machine wash cold with like colours, wash inside out, tumble dry low. Iron inside out on low heat if needed
* indicates premium pricing

TWQS14
Feathers
Corey Bulpitt, Haida

ADULT
HOODIES

100% polyester with French terry loopback inside
available in sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL, XXXL*
pullover with pocket in front, unisex fit
all over prints

EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV

$35.00

French terry loopback
inner material absorbs
sweat effectively and still
remains breathable.

HSPO12
Eagle Vision
Allan Weir, Haida

HSPO13
Tradition
Ryan Cranmer, Namgis

HSPO14
Resilience
Chazz Mack, Bella Coola
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each garment is unique in design, repeating pattern on fabric may vary slightly
machine wash cold with like colours, wash inside out, tumble dry low. Iron inside out on low heat if needed
* indicates premium pricing

LOUNGE ROBES,
SLIPPERS &
HEADBANDS

LOUNGE ROBES

100% polyester (260gsm printed flannel fleece with 180gsm black sherpa collar)
available in sizes S/M, L/XL, 2XL
S/M: A - 43.3” L, B - sleeve length 19.7”, C - chest circumference 24”
L/XL: A - 50.8” L, B - sleeve length 23.2”, C - chest circumference 28”
2XL: A - 50.8” L, B - sleeve length 23.2”, C - chest circumference 31.5”

EST.
AVAILABLE

C

OCT/NOV

B

$37.50

A

ROBE12S (S/M)
ROBE12L (L/XL)
ROBE12XXL (2XL)
Formline (Black/Red)
Ernest Swanson, Haida

ROBE13S (S/M)
ROBE13L (L/XL)
ROBE13XXL (2XL)
Formline (Black/Grey)
Ernest Swanson, Haida

each robe is unique in design, repeating pattern on fabric may vary slightly
machine wash cold with like colours, gentle cycle, tumble dry low, do not iron

SLIPPERS

EST.
100% polyester
AVAILABLE
printed flannel fleece with black sherpa trims
memory foam with rubber sole
OCT/NOV
available in sizes S, M, L, XL
S: equivalent to shoe size for W-6/7; M-5/6
M: equivalent to shoe size for W-8/9; M-7/8
L: equivalent to shoe size for W-10/11; M-9/10
XL: equivalent to shoe size for W-12/13; M-11/12
*these slippers are snugged fit, if you wear a half size, please order one size up
packaged with cardboard hanger

$9.50

SLIP12
Formline (Black/Red)
Ernest Swanson, Haida
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SLIP13
Formline (Black/Grey)
Ernest Swanson, Haida

each pair of slipper is unique in design,
repeating pattern on fabric may vary slightly
spot clean only

HEADBANDS

100% polyester
printed flannel fleece
adjustable velcro closure
one size fits most
with an enlarged area to cover ears
packaged in ziplock bag
please order in multiples of 3

HB12
Formline (Black/Red)
Ernest Swanson, Haida

EST.
AVAILABLE

OCT/NOV

$5.50

HB13
Formline (Black/Grey)
Ernest Swanson, Haida

each headband is unique in design,
repeating pattern on fabric may vary slightly
machine wash cold with like colours, gentle cycle,
tumble dry low, do not iron

READING
GLASSES

eco friendly polycarbonate frames
impact and scratch resistant lenses
includes cleaning cloth and pouch with matching design
available in 3 strengths: 1.50, 2.0, 2.50 - please order by strength

RGSF15, RGSF20, RGSF25
Formline
Ernest Swanson, Haida

RGAR15, RGAR20, RGAR25
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RGCT15, RGCT20, RGCT25
Tradition
Ryan Cranmer, Namgis

RGMW15, RGMW20, RGMW25

EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV/DEC

$10.00

WOVEN
BLANKETS

60” x 80”
100% acrylic
for home, ceremonies and gift giving
individually packaged with ribbon for gift giving

EST.
AVAILABLE

OCT/NOV

$30.00

Morgan posed
in front of her
blanket

reverse side

BWV18
Matriarch Bear
Morgan Asoyuf, Ts’msyen (Tsimshian)

ART
SOCKS

soft combed, elasticized cotton blend socks
knitted designs
S/M fits women’s shoe size 6-10 / men’s shoe size 4-8
M/L fits women’s shoe size 10-13 / men’s shoe size 8-12.5
presented with a cardboard hanger

SOCK36S S - M
SOCK36L M - L
Mother Earth
Sharifah Marsden, Anishinaabe
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hand wash in cold

BWV19
Honouring Our Life Givers
Sharifah Marsden, Anishinaabe

EST.
AVAILABLE

OCT

$7.50

SOCK37S S - M
SOCK37L M - L
Spirit in Flight
Roger Smith, Haida

CERAMIC
MEASURING
CUP SETS

nesting set of 4 ceramic measuring cups
set includes: one 1 cup; one 1/2 cup; one 1/4 cup; one 1/3 cup
packaged in colour gift box

EST.
AVAILABLE

OCT/NOV
$11.00/set

MC13
Hummingbirds
Nicole La Rock, Coast Salish

MC14
Orca Family
Paul Windsor, Haisla, Heiltsuk

The perfect gift for chefs and foodies. These versatile
measuring cups not only look great, they can be used as
condiment cups and serving bowls. Indigenous patterns
are ready to catch onlookers’ eyes.
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dishwasher and microwave safe

CORK BASE
TRAVEL
MUGS

high quality food grade 304 stainless steel interior,
matte exterior with stylish cork base
double wall with BPA-free push-on lid, FDA standard
keeps drinks hot for 4 hours or cold for 12 hours
packaged in colour gift box

EST.
AVAILABLE

NOV/DEC
20oz.
$13.00

TMCB62 (20oz.)
Treasure of Our Ancestors
Donnie Edenshaw, Haida

TMCB63 (20oz.)
Soaring Eagle
Corey Bulpitt, Haida

TMCB64 (20oz.)
Healing from Within
Franics Horne Sr., Coast Salish

TMCB65 (20oz.)
Humpback Whale
Gordon White, Haida

TMCB66 (20oz.)
Hummingbird
Simone Diamond, Coast Salish

12oz.
$11.00

TMCB22 (12oz.)
Treasure of Our Ancestors
Donnie Edenshaw, Haida

MATTE
TRAVEL
MUG
10 hand wash only with warm water

TMCB23 (12oz.)
Soaring Eagle
Corey Bulpitt, Haida

TMCB24 (12oz.)
Healing from Within
Franics Horne Sr., Coast Salish

high quality food grade
304 stainless steel interior,
matte exterior, with lid
individually boxed for easy gift giving

TMCB25 (12oz.)
Humpback Whale
Gordon White, Haida

AVAILABLE

NOW

$8.50

TMMSO (16oz.)
Octopus (Nuu)
Ernest Swanson, Haida

TMCB26 (12oz.)
Hummingbird
Simone Diamond, Coast Salish

CRIBBAGE
BOARDS

13” x 4.75” x 1.25”
3-track cribbage board with a free deck of playing cards and 9 pegs (in 3 colors)
cribbage board made from beech wood and birch wood
packaged in gift box (with instructions at the back)

CRIBB12
Eagle and Salmon
Paul Windsor,
Haisla, Heiltsuk

CRIBB13
Paddle
Paul Windsor,
Haisla, Heiltsuk

CRIBB14
Bears
Maynard Johnny Jr.,
Coast Salish, Kwakwaka’wakw
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EST.
AVAILABLE

OCT/NOV

$16.00

PLAYING
CARDS

single 52 card deck plus 2 jokers
280g poker paper
indigenous art features in the front of each card
packaged in tucked paper box inside tin keepsake box
please order in multiples of 6 per design

PLC20
Thunderbird and Whale
Maynard Johnny, Jr.,
Coast Salish, Kwakwaka’wakw

NOV/DEC

$3.50

PLC21
Eagle and Salmon
Paul Windsor,
Haisla, Heiltsuk

PLC12
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EST.
AVAILABLE

MULTI-GAME
WOOD BLOCK
SET

each set has 54pcs (3x18pc-puzzles) of wooden blocks
single block size: 3” x 1” x 0.6”
includes one 1” cube dice, one 4.5” L hammer
for ages 3 and up
packaged in colour gift box

EST.
AVAILABLE

OCT
$14.00/set

MG101
Indigenous Animals
Simone Diamond, Coast Salish

Bear

Stacking Tower
• Use all 54 coloured wood blocks to build
a tower.
• Simply roll the dice when it is your turn,
remove a block matching the colour on
the dice, and place it on the top—without
making the tower tumble!

Wolf

Block Puzzles
• Three 18-piece puzzles
• Each puzzle features an Indigenous animal design

non-toxic inks
√ child-safe
and coating
Product
√ Children’s
Certificate (CPC)
from fast-growing
√ made
sustainable birch wood
in a BSCI
√ produced
certified workplace
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Dominos & Building Blocks
• Just use your imagination and have fun!

Beaver

DOUBLE-SIDED
WOODEN TILE
PUZZLES

5.75” x 6.5” x 0.3125”
single tile size: 1.125” x 1.125” x 0.1875”
Indigenous animal puzzle on one side,
counting puzzle 1-16 on the other
for ages 3 and up
packaged with shrink wrap and product insert
please order in multiples of 3

Wooden tray

EST.
AVAILABLE

OCT

$5.00

16 tiles

Completed
animal puzzle

Flip tiles to
the number side

Completed
number puzzle

Completed
animal puzzle

Flip tiles to
the number side

Completed
number puzzle

Completed
animal puzzle

Flip tiles to
the number side

Completed
number puzzle

WTP101
Bear
Simone Diamond, Coast Salish

Wooden tray

16 tiles

WTP102
Whales
Simone Diamond, Coast Salish

Wooden tray

16 tiles

WTP103
Owl
Simone Diamond, Coast Salish

non-toxic inks
√ child-safe
and coating
from fast-growing
√ made
sustainable basswood
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Learning My Rights with Mousewoman

s'msyen

EST.
AVAILABLE

soy-based ink and water-based protective coating
paper sourced from sustainable forests
for ages 3 - 6

Learning My Rights
with Mousewoman

CHILDREN’s

SEPT

$5.50
I have the right to
healthy food
and clean water.

I have the right to
a safe home.

The world is a beautiful place,
filled with rivers, lakes,
trees, flowers, and wildlife.

RIGHTS

I have the right to enjoy it.

Written and Illustrated by
Morgan Asoyuf, Ts'msyen

EAN

4/21

CBB22 (22 PAGES; 6.5” X 6.5”)
Learning My Rights with Mousewoman
Written and Illustrated by
Morgan Asoyuf, Ts’msyen (Tsimshian)

We all have to love and
care for this beautiful world.

ISBN: 9781554766260

The tiny but mighty Mousewoman is a legendary figure in the oral and visual practices of Northwest Coast
Indigenous cultures. She is both grandmother and oracle, able to travel in and out of the spirit world.
Mousewoman sits on young people’s shoulders in crucial times, whispering advice and knowledge.
She protects and guides young people by helping them avoid or escape bad situations, and is never afraid
to stand up to bigger beings. This book brings to life the timeless lessons of Mousewoman—lessons that
embody the principles outlined in the UN Declaration on the Rights of the Child and the UN Declaration on
the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. A first of its kind, this book empowers children to become proudly aware
of their rights.

Morgan Asoyuf (née Green) is a practicing goldsmith, carver, and visual artist with
a special interest in social justice. She is mixed Scottish and Ts’msyen (Tsimshian) of
the Eagle Clan on the Ks’yeen (Skeena) River. Her cultural experience includes halait
work for crest owners, as well as feast culture. Morgan’s biggest inspiration is her
daughter Isabele, who motivates her to use her art form to encourage the protection
of children and youth through the stories of Mousewoman. “Empowerment and

critical thinking are the gifts that we can give the next generations.
Ensuring the safety of children allows them to thrive and reach their
full potential.”

PUP17
Mousewoman
Morgan Asoyuf,
Ts’msyen (Tsimshian)
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Contact and Order Information:
Garfinkel Publications
1640 West 75th Avenue
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6P 6G2
Toll Free Line: 1.800.661.0233
Vancouver & International Line:
604.266.9044
Fax Line: 604.266.9058
Website: NativeNorthwest.com
E-mail: sales@nativenorthwest.com
Facebook /nativenorthwest
Instagram @nativenorthwest

100% of the art featured on Native Northwest products is designed by Indigenous artists.

